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Honi Ryan & Abi Tariq Photos Not Taken (Here) (2018)
Honi Ryan and Abi Tariq have created this artwork together as a collaborative duo. Honi Ryan is an
interdisciplinary artist with a socially engaged art practice who lives in the Blue Mountains. Her art practice has
included silent dinner parties, where the guests do not talk to one another for the entire dinner party, and silent
walking encounters with the local people of Lahore, Pakistan.
Abi Tariq is a conceptual and performance artist. His work considers the complex relationships that exist between
language, culture and power in the world. He was born in Karachi, Pakistan but is based in Paris, France.
 Use the subjective frame to discuss how the artwork makes you feel. What do you think the artists’
intentions are?
 Use the conceptual framework to analyse how the artwork can exist within an audience’s imagination.
Does it make the work more special or less?
 We use the term immaterial to describe this kind of artwork. What commentary on the world do you think
the artists are trying to make? Consider our value systems, social encounters and memories.

ACTIVITY Sit down and read the didactic panel for Photos Not Taken (Here). Take the time to complete the artwork as
the artists intended. Now, come up with some other ways to respond to the work. Make it into a performance where you
act it out, make another written response or a drawing of what you imagined. Present your response to the class.
SOCIALLY ENGAGED ART
is more concerned with encounters
between people, places and social
conditions than creating material art
objects such as paintings or sculptures.
It often involves the participation of the
public or certain communities in debate,
collaboration or social interaction.

INTERDISCIPLINARY
ART
refers to art that
includes many
different mediums
such as installation,
performance or the
participation by
the public.

3 feet in front of you stands a concrete wall
10 foot high with barbed wire along the top
Stretching as far as the eye can see in both
directions.

CONCEPTUAL ART is art
where the idea behind
the artwork is the most
important part - more
important than the
finished artwork itself.
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IMMATERIAL ART
does not manifest itself in
any physical form. It is art
that rids itself completely
of the material object.

AN EXHIBITION SET AMONGST ANCIENT RAINFOREST IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS

